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During my search I came across another option, although it is more expensive than 
the bath shortener it could be just as useful. Who doesn’t love a relaxing bath? As a 
majority of people with skeletal dysplasia require therapy supports to maintain 
mobility, a relaxing therapeutic  bath is often recommended. This piece of AT is called 
a Bellavita Auto Bath Tub Chair seat lift; you would position it in the bath so your feet 
rest comfortable against the end of the bath to prevent yourself from slipping down; 
you can see more information via the links below. 

If you have an NDIS plan, I see it as a disability related expense and therefore 
consider it to be Reasonable and Necessary; it is also value for money when you 
consider a bathroom modification. If interested I suggest speaking with an OT for an 
assessment. 
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Dual vanity, lowered bathtub and dual shower with lowered shower rail. 
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My bathroom – relocation of shower head attachment to my height, plus easy bar or 
taps as opposed to round ones.
Accessible shower vertical T rail is longer than the shower standard rails, it also 
provides the horizontal grab rail. Good things if there is also a fixed shower head at 
the top.
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Pic 1, is a Step – up which enables access to basin with sides for safety. Pic 2, 
Separate lower basin if space allows. Pic 3, Push and Slide out upside down drawer -
effect to enable additional height.
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Bidet; one you can have to existing toilet – also you can get a fixed freestanding bidet.
Squatty Potty – very handy for adults 
Finns adaptions - All from Bunnings. String on door handle, toilet seat, bars so he 
doesn't fall off. Easy flush” button on top of toilet flush. Lowered light switches too! 
https://kidsflush.com
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Pic 1; raising kitchen floor; thanks to Wim for pic. Pics 2&3 making a step around 
perimeter of kitchen floor height of kickboard, thanks Jenna for pics. 
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The Blairs complete modified kitchen; highlighting the use of pull out drawers instead 
of cupboards for ease of access.  Thanks for the pics Michael.
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Pic1, showing pull out drawer inside cupboard. Pic 2, Pull out drawer dishwasher, Pic 
3; compact air fryer making it easier to reach. 
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Pic 1, Huddys magic step in his parents kitchen which can easily be pulled out and 
pushed away when not needed. Pic 2, Finns Step stool with guards ensuring his safety 
from all sides.
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Electric can and bottle openers great for small hands; electric kettle that tips or just 
push button to boil water for a cuppa, an oven with a side opening door.
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Pics 1 & 2; If you copy and paste the link above into YouTube you will get information 
about the pull out folding stepstool and the plans to make it or have it made for your 
dimensions. Ideal for the laundry space so you can pull out to reach the dryer above 
on the wall and hideaway when not needed. 
Pic 3. Ikea step stool which folds and hangs easily on the wall.
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Pics 1&2; Specially designed chair by OT which enables Finn to get up and down 
independently.  Pic 3&4. This soft chair is called 'The Upsy'. It's a booster chair for 
kids. Enables Finn to sit comfortably on the floor at kindy as sitting flat on the floor 
places strain on his lower back. Pic 5; Short Statured office chair; 
https://www.nepeanofficefurniture.com.au/our-products/office-chairs/small-petite-
office-chairs/short-statured-extra-small-chair/
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Pic 1; Lowering the bed base. 
Pic 2; High – lo adjustable bed. https://www.activemobility.com.au/hi-lo-health-bed 
Pic 3; Removing feet of the sofa and replacing with sofa glides 
https://www.homeupholsterer.com.au/products/legs-glides-feet-629-32.html
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AT in homes to assist with turning on lights and appliances instead of moving 
switches. 
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Pic 1; Everlasting Comfort Airplane Footrest - Ergonomic Adjustable Foot and Heel 
Hammock - Memory Foam Portable AirPlane Flying Travel Foot Rest - Long Airplane 
Flight Accessories for Feet (Black)
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B086TXRD3C/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_glt_fabc_MT7SPV1
B3F69G7SNHJWG?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&fbclid=IwAR3armHAXwnRf9u2gXb4ZQvf
X_tG3AypkCZVi2A20u_YCXvDP0t_VTBgq_4

Plus Collaspable Reacher; handheld bidet; hanging extension; packed into a stool 

Pic 2; pointer for doorbells etc, tongs for the car to reach tickets going in and out of 
parking stations; handbag hander to clip onto table instead of lying on the floor 
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Brother; You don't need a presser foot which is marvellous and it's rather 
inexpensive. It has a push button and a foot pedal. I like that Brother has the drop in 
bobbin. Some other machines you have to go under the arm. It's more difficult to get 
it in there because of dim lighting, old eyes, and achon fingers. It works really well 
and is super easy to use
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Fire balls or fire sachets easier to use as opposed to a fire extinguisher. 
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Pic 1 Fitnex X5 Kids Upright Exercise/ Spin Bike. 
If assembling is too difficult for you, take the box and the additional crank parts to 
your local bike shop to assemble  guess they charge one hour labor-cost for 
assembling and changing the cranks. 
I bought the complete set from Amazon…, if you like you can get it delivered to your 
bike-shop instead to your home address… Talk to your bike-store first to get it all 
organized and ordered… 
It took me a bid to get the right setting; > position saddle / seat in angle to the pedals 
as well the height of the handle-bar. If you have shorter arms you can assemble the 
handle-bar 180 degrees so the side parts come a bid closer… Or look on the internet 
for a different handle-bar which fits you better. The saddle / seat is horizontal and 
vertical adjustable. 
Pic 2 – Marees custom made bike. 
Pic3 Yoga is great for flexibility, to get more from the poses/asanas use props such as 
blocks and belts etc. 
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Pic 1. Tilo trike I bought for Finn. It is the toddler size. We had trouble finding a good 
trike that would fit him. Good quality brand.
Pic 2. Ezy roller. Arm propelled. My AH kids use the leg propelled ones but Finn uses a 
cushion behind his back and his arms can reach. 
Pic 3. Finns bike - We turned the handles around on the bike so Finn could reach we 
cut the seat post and got the wheels with the smallest tread. He loves it! The bike 
brand is Specialized. It is the smallest bike they had. We bought a good brand so it 
pedals easily. 
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Pic1. Maggie had this sticker designed for her scooter which aided greatly with her 
using it inside places where normally it would not be allowed. 
Pic 3. Huddy on his bike.
Children’s crutches: https://dearjane.com.au/product/forearm-crutches-
kids/?utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&device=c&keyword=&network=o&utm_
campaign=DJ%20Shopping&msclkid=a585d6b2864414980d22b7fc39938bc3
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So good to see smaller size walkers/rollators and mobility scooters.
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